
Week 4 24.9.21 

Rule:  

Next week we will be learning to spell words that have the ‘s’ sound but are spelled using the 

letters ‘sc’.  We will learn that many of these words are Latin but that the Romans would have 

pronounced it as ‘s’ ‘k’ not as ‘s’. We know we pronounce these words with a ‘s’ sound.  

 

1 Science  

Green: Just learn the green words and 

write them into 5 sentences.  

 

Yellow: Learn the green and yellow words 

and write those 5 into sentences.  

 

Blue: Learn all the words and write those 

into 5 sentences.  

 

Remember you may need to look some of 

these words up in a dictionary so that you 

know what they mean for your sentences!  

 

2 Scent  

3 Scissors 

4 Muscle 

5 Crescent 

6 Ascent 

7 Descent 

8 Scientist 

9 Scenery  

10 Scene 

11 Disciple 

12 Discipline 

13 Adolescent  

14 Fascinate 

15 Resuscitate 

Spellings:  

Write each of these words four times in your homework book to help you learn them. 

Don’t forget to use different spelling strategies to help you remember them. 

This week’s additional task is to Doodle Spell – choose 5 of your words and 

doodle/draw a picture to show the meaning. 

 

Grammar focus: 

Use the spelling words in sentences which include more expanded noun phrases! 

Underline the expanded noun phrase in your sentence. 

e.g. 

The wonderful scent from the exquisite, exotic looking fruit lingered in the warm 

summer air. 

Unfortunately, the muscle on the tall, athletic sprinter was sprained during the 

marathon. 

 

 

Arithmetic                                                                        

Mr Perry’s group – please learn the 6 times table 

Mrs Jeffrey’s group – please learn the 3 times tables 

 

Mathletics – Please complete tasks set on Mathletics.  We are aware that the Mathletics work looks 
different on different devices.  Internet access at home can be an occasional issue for some and Mrs 
Bouwman will run Homework Clubs for anyone who might need access. Mathletics can be accessed 
by PC/Mac, iOS and Android devices as well as Windows tablets and Chromebooks - on the laptops 

at school we find that it works best using either the Microsoft Edge or Chrome browsers. See 

http://www.3plearning.com/tech/mathletics/ for more details and if you experience difficulty in 

loading the Mathletics website at home please contact Mathletics ‘LIVE Chat Online’ help or 

email via https://www.mathletics.com/in/contact/.  Do let me know how you get on and if 
you can’t find the work. 

http://www.3plearning.com/tech/mathletics/
https://www.mathletics.com/in/contact/

